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Evidences of high lead in ancient copper alloys 

Mehrgarh:  wheel-shaped 
amulet, Early Chalcollithic 
(late 5th mill. BC) 

Shahi Tump : leopards weight, Recent Chalcolithic 
(late 4th – beginning 3rd mill. BC), 17 cm, 13 kg 

Shahi Tump : compartmented seal, 
Recent Chalcolithic 

Nausharo : bovid statuette 
2nd Indus period (2300-1900 BC) 

! Indo-iranian world: Balochistan (Pakistan)  
! end of the 5th mill. BC: earliest evidence of lost-wax castings 
! Late 4th & 3rd mill. BC: evolution towards more complex/delicate lost-wax casting 

processes, first hollow shapes 



! Indo-iranian world: Balochistan (Pakistan) : 
! 8 artefacts over 133 are made of a Cu-Pb alloy (Pb > 5 wt%) 
! 7 artefacts over 133 lost-wax cast. 6 are made of a Cu-Pb alloy ! 

Evidences of high lead in ancient copper alloys 

Cu-Pb vs Lost-wax casting :  
A quasi-univocal correlation ! 



! Indo-iranian world: Susa (Iran) 
! Largest serie of lost-wax cast artefacts: pins with figurative heads 

Acropolis, Chantier 2, Recent Uruk, late 4th mill. BC, Louvre collections 

From Tallon 1987 From Benoit 2004 
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! Indo-iranian world: Tello (Mesopotamia, Irak) 
! Case study: the 62 Figurative Nails from Tello 
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Analytical results from Lutz, in 
Pernicka E. & Hauptmann H. (2004) 



! Indo-iranian world: Bactria / Margiana collections from the Louvre & Guimet 
museums (3rd mill. BC): 
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!" Cu-Pb (10 to 40 wt% Pb) solely dedicated to lost-
wax casting 

! Indo-iranian world, from the end of the 5th mill. to the end of the 3rd 
mill. BC 
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  Bronze Age, Western Europe: 
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Dommiers, Northern France, Aisne 

Middle Bronze Age, c. 13th BC 
Palstaves : 14 % Sn, 0.1 % Pb 

Vénat,  Western France, Charente 

Late Bronze Age, c. 9th c. BC 
Socketed axes : 10 % Sn, 20 % Pb 

→  From solid to hollow shapes 
→  Thin-walls 
→  Complex shapes 



  Bronze Age, Western Europe: 
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Musée saint-Raymond, Toulouse, France 

Late Bronze Age, c. 9th BC 
Chariot wheel 

Vénat,  Western France, Charente 

Late Bronze Age, c. 9th c. BC 
Socketed axes : 10 % Sn, 20 % Pb 

→  From solid to hollow shapes 
→  Thin-walls 
→  Complex shapes 



  Greek and Roman large bronze statues 
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Archaic / Classical  (6th to 4th c. BC) 
Typical composition : 10 % Sn, < 1 % Pb 
Typical wall thickness : 6-8 mm 

Hellenistic / Roman (3rd BC to 4th AD) 
Typical composition : 8 % Sn, > 15 % Pb 
Typical wall thickness : 2-4 mm 

Chatsworth Apollo, Tamassos, Cyprus, 5th cent. BC, British Museum Royal Child, Agde, France, 1st cent. BC, musée du Cap d’Agde 

→  Strong thinning of the metallic walls 



Summary : 

  High-lead in ancient copper alloys, what for ? 

 → complex castings, hollow shapes, thin walls 
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 Why ? 

 → a simple economic constraint (Sn or Cu replaced by Pb) ? 

  → a technological purpose : search of an improved castability ? 



Metallurgical variables Casting variables 
Alloy composition (mode of 
solidification : alloy / pure metal) 

Mould thermal properties (cooling 
rate) 

Pouring temperature Mould material (wetting) 
Latent heat of crystallisation Mould surface (roughness) 
Surface tension Gating system 
Viscosity Venting system 

Mould temperature 

 Castability: ability of a molten metal to properly fill an imprint 

The concept of Castability 

" Viscosity (V): fluid's internal resistance to flow 
" Fluidity: reciprocal of viscosity (1/V) 

" Molten metals fluidity test: measure of the distance to which a 
metal will flow before solidifying 

Alloy composition (mode of 
solidification : alloy / pure metal) 

Mould thermal properties (cooling 
rate) 

Pouring temperature Mould material (wetting) 
Latent heat of crystallisation Mould surface (roughness) 
Surface tension Gating system 

Venting system 
Mould temperature 



Fluidity test setup 

Permanent mold (C45 steel) 
Cover Mold 

Triple spiral model (CAD) Resulting casting 



Fluidity test: operating conditions 

  Metal poured : fixed to 4 kg 

  Pouring temperature (Tp): from 50 to 250° C above the Liquidus 
temperature (TLiq) 

  → Superheat (ΔT) = Tp-TLiq 

  Deoxidiser: Copper phosphide (Cu3P) 

  Mold preheating temperature: 300-320 °C 

  Bronze: from 0 to 14 wt% Sn (37 tests) 

  Copper-lead: from 0 to 30 wt% Pb (35 tests) 



Fluidity calculation 

  Fluidity = length of a spiral L (in cm) 

  Equivalent length (Leq) : theoretical length of the spiral if the molten 
metal had completely filled the whole mold cross section : 

Leq (cm) =   
Volume (cm3) 
Section (cm2) 



Bronze Cu-Sn vs Unalloyed Copper 

(CuSn4) 

(CuSn14) (CuSn13) (CuSn12) 

(CuSn8) (CuSn6) 

(CuSn2) (CuSn1) (Cu) 



Bronze Cu-Sn vs Unalloyed Copper 

[P.Beeley, 2001] 



Bronze Cu-Sn vs Unalloyed Copper 



Bronze Cu-Sn vs Unalloyed Copper 

Comparison of the phase diagram with the viscosity curve of liquid 
Cu–Sn alloys at the melting point (Tan et al., 2007) 



Bronze Cu-Sn vs Unalloyed Copper 

Cu Cu 10Sn 

  Surface tension 



Copper-Lead alloys vs Unalloyed Copper 

Cu 5Pb 

Cu 8Pb 

Cu 10Pb 

Cu 
Cu 20Pb 

Cu 30Pb 



Copper-Lead alloys vs Unalloyed Copper 



Copper-Lead alloys vs Unalloyed Copper 

Cu Cu 10Sn 

Cu 15Pb 

  Surface tension 



Metallurgical variables Casting variables 
Alloy composition (mode of 
solidification : alloy / pure metal) 

Mould thermal properties (cooling 
rate) 

Pouring temperature Mould material (wetting) 
Latent heat of crystallisation Mould surface (roughness) 
Surface tension Gating system 
Viscosity Venting system 

Mould temperature 

High lead in ancient copper alloys : 
 → to improve the copper castability in order to achieve thin-walled 

 and/or complex casting. 

High lead in copper fluidity tests : 
 → in the working conditions tested, high-lead has a detrimental effect. 

Conclusion and prospects 



Conclusion and prospects 

Effect of the mould dressing material (wetting conditions) 



Metallurgical variables Casting variables 
Alloy composition (mode of 
solidification : alloy / pure metal) 

Mould thermal properties (cooling 
rate) 

Pouring temperature Mould material (wetting) 
Latent heat of crystallisation Mould surface (roughness) 
Surface tension Gating system 
Viscosity Venting system 

Mould temperature 

High lead in ancient copper alloys : 
 → to improve the copper castability in order to achieve thin-walled 

 and/or complex casting. 

High lead in copper fluidity tests : 
 → in the working conditions tested, high-lead has a detrimental effect. 

Conclusion and prospects 
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  Melting temperature of copper: 1084,5 C 
  Melting temp. of Cu-Pb (20 wt% of Pb): 980° C 



The Nahal Mishmar Hoard, Israel, mid 4th mill. BC 
Cu – 6% As – 12% Sb: “the viscosity of tap water” 


